Innovative Solutions for Early Childhood

Teacher Development & Performance
Social Emotional & Character Development
		

Family Education & Engagement
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OUR STORY

Our mission at The Discovery Source is to create and provide materials
and training solutions that can transform teaching and learning in your
schools and programs. We are dedicated to making a difference in the lives of
children, teachers and families in the early childhood community we serve.
We partner with expert early childhood educators to tackle tough issues like
Trauma Informed Care, Classroom Behavior, CLASS® Scores, Curriculum Fidelity,
and Family Education and Engagement. We are proud to be able to partner
with some amazing educators, such as Dr. Jean Barbre, Dr. Belinda Karge, Kathy
Wahl, Dr. Gigi David, Patty Brown, Sandy Silverman and many more.
The Discovery Source started in 2013 and we have been working primarily in
California, Florida and with Military Child Development programs across the
world. We are proud to be a family business—Dave Scahill has been supporting
early childhood programs and teachers for 35 years, Shawn is the Co-Founder
and Vice President and
Patrick is our Executive
Director. Denise is on our
board of directors and our
chief consultant.
We are excited about the
future of early childhood
education in our country
and we look forward to
partnering with you!
Dave, Denise, Patrick &
Shawn Scahill
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING
The Discovery Source is committed to creating solutions with and for our
customers to help you achieve your professional development goals. We
believe our materials and professional development services can transform
teaching and learning, taking your program to new heights. Our on-site trainings
include Improving Instructional Support Scores, Trauma Informed Care and Self
Regulation Skills to improve classroom climates, Engagement strategies, Coteaching, and also STEM for young children.
“I personally love attending
your workshops. You truly
ignite my inner child’s
curiosity and imagination.
My family child care
children truly enjoy using
your materials. They love to
explore, create, design and
test their predictions.”
—Family Child Care Provider
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FAMILY RESOURCES
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For Families, Family Child Care Providers and Home Visitors

Baby Home Start (Birth to 3 years) (English & Spanish)
Babies learn through their own senses and experiences and the family
is best able to provide these early one-on-one learning experiences.
This booklet is designed to help families use lots of language
throughout the day, using familiar objects, routines, and activities in the
home to help develop each child’s wealth of experiences, interactions
and language to become a successful learner.
$4.95 ea. (1-999); $3.95 ea. (1000+)

Home Start (3 - 8 years) (English & Spanish)
This booklet is a wonderful guide that shows how to make the home
a center of learning for children and families. It covers physical,
cognitive, social/emotional and language areas using different rooms
of the house as literal rooms for learning activities. A great way to
bring together the warm spaces of the home with family learning.
From the kitchen to the living room to bedrooms and the bathroom,
the activities in this Home Start Manual will help prepare your child or
children for the joys of learning ahead at school and bring balance to
these two worlds.
$4.95 ea. (1-999); $3.95 ea. (1000+)

Create a wish list online and email it to us for a quote today!
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TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE
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The Calming Kit
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Let’s reduce anxiety and trauma in children’s lives!
The Calming Kit is a child-friendly
teaching tool designed to support
teachers as they help children learn
essential strategies to identify and
regulate the “big” feelings and
emotions that are critical to their
success in school and in life.

Create calmer classrooms
Children will learn calming strategies that allow
them to both understand and regulate their
emotions effectively—how to successfully
interact with peers, lower their feelings of stress,
and be better prepared to engage and learn in
the classroom by understanding their feelings
and asking for help.

“The Calming Kit has been extremely effective in our preschool classrooms. The children are
learning to manage their behaviors and use the tools taught from the Calming Kit.”
—Training & Curriculum Specialist (Navy Child & Youth Program)
•
•
•
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Available in both English and Spanish versions*
Intuitive for quick and easy set-up in the classroom,
with no training necessary
Child-friendly, highly visual materials help kids identify
“big” emotions and use calm-down strategies

(760) 212-3358 | ds@thediscoverysource.com

•
•

Portable—comes in a see-through backpack
for use in all settings
Uses the “5 breaths” strategy to calm bodies and
minds

www.TheDiscoverySource.com

•

“Five Breaths”—helps
children regulate breathing
and stimulate the
parasympathetic response

•

“Calm Down Storybook”—
walks children through
difficult emotions and
calming strategies

•

Feelings Wheel—an
emotional recognition game

•

“Perhaps I’ll Be An Orpple”
—storybook shows every
child how to love themselves
and respect others

•

Foam Heart—squeezable
heart gives children a
physical outlet for their
emotions

•

Self-talking Affirmation
Phone— children hear their
voices and words amplified
back to them as they
articulate their emotions

•

Teacher Lesson Guide—
outlines components,
strategies and lesson plans
for individual and group
settings. Contains a list of
books (books not included)
that support the kit.

$59.95
The Calming Kit (expanded):
Includes Basic Kit + these
components:
•

Feelings and Emotions
Poster —helps children
identify “big” feelings at a
glance

•

Calming Strategy Cards
and mini posters—19
strategy cards for children,
and posters (5.5” x 8.5”) to
display on classroom walls

•

Bingo Cards (4)—gamebased play helps children
identify their emotions

$79.95
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The Calming Kit (basic):

Developed in partnership with the
Inclusion Collaborative ofSanta Clara County
Office of Education in San Jose, California

Supports social-emotional
competence

Affordable and easy to
implement

Developed in partnership with noted
child development experts and based
in part on the Center on the Social
and Emotional Foundations for Early
Learning’s Pyramid Model.

This innovative—and affordable—tool
helps teachers create a calmer, more
harmonious classroom with engaged
learners, with little set-up time or
additional training.

“The children are really responding to the strategies and
the tools provided. They have learned how to use these
strategies and are doing them on their own when upset. The
lesson guide is excellent for guiding the teachers and easy to
implement in the classroom. This provides even the novice
teacher the material and guide to present the materials to the
children.”
The Calming Kit Story

As the prevalence of Adverse Childhood Experiences and worldwide Trauma has
risen throughout the years, The Discovery Source founder Dave Scahill became
increasingly concerned and saddened about the impact that unaddressed issues
are having on children in their teenage years.
Dave is making it his mission to find a solution. Knowing that early childhood is
the best time to create a good foundation, Dave partnered with The Santa Clara
County Office of Education Inclusion Collaborative to create an effective solution for
children. The result is “The Calming Kit”.

Create a wish list online and email it to us for a quote today!
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CALMING KIT SUPPORT MATERIALS

Calm-Down Critters
Great to use with The Calming Kit!
Tuck-away Turtle
This soft turtle puppet helps children calm
down when they want to tuck into their shells
too! Children experiencing anxiety can help
Tuck-away Turtle move back into his shell,
which makes this adorable turtle a soothing
companion to kids in the classroom who need
help calming down.
Length: 10” long; width: 7”; height: 3”; weight: 3.84 oz

$18.95

Meddy Teddy
Meddy Teddy a great way for teachers to
show children meditation and mindfulness
techniques in the classroom. The plush teddy
bear has an internal frame allowing him to
bend into various yoga positions.
14.5 inches, 37 cm tall

$39.95

Weighted Dolphy
This weighted sea creature is as functional
as it is cute! Gentle, comforting pressure
allows children to feel more grounded,
focused and calm. Handmade, washable,
non-heatable. Not recommended for children
under 2 years of age.
Weight: 3 lbs

$49.95
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CALMING KIT SUPPORT MATERIALS

Books That Build Empathy
Learn empathy and conflict resolution.
Cool Down and Work Through Anger
(Learning to Get Along®)
by Cheri J. Meiners M.Ed.
4-8 years
English and Spanish

This book helps preschool and primary-age children discover
concrete skills for working through anger: self-calming, thinking,
getting help from a trusted person, talking and listening,
apologizing, being patient, and viewing others positively.
Focus: empathy, conflict resolution, supportive. Paperback format.

$12.45

Sharing, Caring and Friendship
Book Set of 4
3-5 years

Children are introduced to daily adventures that teach them
resilience as characters solve challenging situations through
understanding, friendship, caring and sharing.
Focus: empathy, conflict resolution, persistence, sharing, supportive.
Paperback format.

$31.96

Focusing on Feelings
Book Set of 4
3-5 years

Children can focus on feelings and gain a better understanding
of how lonely and isolated one can feel when certain
differences come between friends and create obstacles.
Focus: empathy, patience, morality, communications, consideration.
Paperback format.

$31.96

Create a wish list online and email it to us for a quote today!
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

Frame Their Learning
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THE LANGUAGE OF STEM
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There is simply no wrong way to use this tool. Our quick
start guide will get you going immediately!
Immediate improvements

Frame Their Learning is the perfect tool
for administrators looking to help their
teachers improve their STEM knowledge
and vocabulary as well as enhance their
CLASS® instructional support scores and
performance, giving children more highquality classroom interactions.

Teachers see immediate improvements,
resulting in higher quality instruction and
performance as children are exposed
to more key concepts and vocabulary in
their interactions with teachers.

“Frame Their Learning is my secret weapon for lesson planning, intentional teaching of my
curriculum, and to improve my CLASS® scores.”
—VPK Teacher
•
•
•
8

Great tool for dual immersion classrooms (available in
both English and Spanish versions*)
Ideal for veteran teachers struggling to fully
incorporate CLASS® into their daily practice
Visual aid shows questions

(760) 212-3358 | ds@thediscoverysource.com

•
•

Better exchanges with kids—teachers have CLASS®correlated concept development-related questions
and vocabulary handy at all times
Great for acclimating new teachers to CLASS®

*Spanish version features slightly fewer questions and vocabulary words

www.TheDiscoverySource.com

Frame Their Learning
Basic Kit
•

Double-sided pocket chart

•

Teacher guide

•

Teacher activity booklet with
24 lessons (math, science,
blocks/engineering)

•

90 color-coded easy-to-find
question cards (math, science,
blocks/engineering)

•

110 vocabulary cards (math,
science, blocks/engineering)

•

3 classroom center posters
(math, science, blocks/
engineering)

•

1 “watch, listen, engage”
poster to help teachers engage
children (watch, listen, engage
by asking questions to
elicit a response)
$64.95

Expanded Kit
Includes Basic Kit + these
components:
•

Hanging magnetic pocket
chart (a more flexible way to
display the questions on any
surface/environment indoors or
outside)

•

English/Spanish family
engagement activity book
designed to mirror the teacher
activity book with activities that
teachers can send home to
families

•

Frame Their Learning On-TheGo spiral handbook contains
same questions and vocabulary
as pocket chart, making it a
handy portable reference for
use during transitions
$85.00
Spanish Kit
•

Stand alone Spanish kit includes
vocabulary words, questions in
Spanish, Family Engagement/
Teacher Guide in Spanish &
English, and a double
$54.95
sided pocket chart

*Spanish version features slightly
fewer questions and vocabulary
words

“As a Quality Specialist working in preschool classrooms
each day, and as a certified CLASS® Observer, I have seen
the positive impact the Frame Their Learning kit has on
classroom conversations, the amount of language and
vocabulary used by teachers has made a significant ‘jump’ in
so many child care settings.”
—Quality Specialist, Early Learning Coalition
Simpler, teacher-friendly
alternative
Frame Their Learning is a “pocket chart
program” that’s easy to use and directly
correlated to the domain and behavioral
markers where teachers need the most
help—the Instructional Support domain’s
math and science concepts.

Ideal for teachers not
overly familiar with concept
development
Frame Their Learning lets teachers
easily “see” questions and words while
interacting directly with children (no
need to remember)—an ideal support
for teachers who aren’t overly familiar
with math and science concepts.

Why we created Frame Their Learning

While we were researching helping teachers struggling with understanding and
performing well on the CLASS® assessment, over and over we heard what they
really needed was a teacher tool to assist them with asking open ended concept
development types of questions, and using higher level vocabulary. So, we created a
dynamic pocket chart program that puts the questions and words - (correlated to the
behavioral markers in Instructional Support) at their fingertips. The result has been
a teacher friendly, easy to implement, effective tool that has raised the performance
and scores of many teachers and programs!
* Classroom Assessment Scoring System and CLASS® is a registered trademark of Robert C. Pianta, PhD
and Teachstone®. This product is not affiliated or endorsed by Robert Pianta, PhD or Teachstone®.

Create a wish list online and email it to us for a quote today!
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

Coaching Tools
Help teachers obtain a deeper understanding of concepts
and develop their higher-order thinking skills by challenging
children to think about the how and why of things and
inspiring them to explore and discover their world.

Smart Talk

Smart Talk is a portable instructional tool that presents questions and
vocabulary words based on STEM concepts (science, technology,
engineering, and math). Directors, coaches and teachers can use this to
interact more effectively to help children obtain a deeper understanding of
concepts and develop their higher-order thinking skills, thus inspiring them
to explore and discover their world.

$12.95

Frame Their Learning
On-the-Go!

Frame Their Learning On-The-Go is a portable
version of the larger Frame Their Learning tool
(see page 10). This spiral handbook contains the
same questions and vocabulary as the pocket
chart, making it a handy portable reference for
use during transitions.

$9.95
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Engage Early Learners

Captivate your early learners with new activities
designed to improve the quality of your interactions with
young children. This teaching tool presents 11 evidencebased strategies, from concept development strategies
to quality of feedback and language modeling, to help
you succeed with early learners. The tool is easy to use
and laminated for classroom durability. Developed by
Dr. Belinda Karge.

$12.95

www.TheDiscoverySource.com

STEM CURRICULUM GUIDES AGES 0-5

STEM for an Early Start
Baby STEM

(newborn to 3 years)
Infants and toddlers are naturally curious and love to
investigate and explore. They learn about their world
through multiple modalities using their five senses. Every
waking moment of a child’s day is about learning. They
are exploring how things work, move, and connect. They
are learning about nature, the earth, and about living
things. The purpose of BABY STEM is to provide early
care providers and parents alike the fundamentals of
early STEM education for infants and toddlers, 2’s and 3’s.

TEACHER GUIDE

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

$29.95

ENGINEERING
MATH

Baby STEM includes:
•
•
•
•

24 STEM Activities in Laminated Guide
Teacher’s Guide
List of Recommended Materials
List of Recommended Books

OUR GIFT TO YOU
Marvelous Explorations Through
Science and Stories (“MESS”)
(3-8 years)
MESS is a science-centered early childhood curriculum
enhancement (10 units) that helps foster children’s
language development, literacy development,
problem solving, curiosity and motivation, and general
knowledge through science experiences. MESS was
developed by the Florida Museum of Natural History at
the University of Florida in partnership with local Head
Start programs and public libraries.

www.thediscoverysource.com

FREE

Funded by the Administration for Children & Families,
as a Head Start Innovation and Improvement Project.

Google “MESS Early Childhood Curriculum” for a FREE Download:
:https://www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/educators/early-childhood/

Create a wish list online and email it to us for a quote today!
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How to Order:
TO OBTAIN A QUOTE:

CONTACT US
FOR QUANTITY
DISCOUNT & FREE
FREIGHT OFFERS

•

Go to our website and create a Wish List of items you're
interested in and email it to ds@thediscoverysource.com.

•

Email ds@thediscoverysource.com with a list of items you’re interested in
purchasing.

TO ORDER WITH A PURCHASE ORDER:
•

Email your Purchase Order to ds@thediscoverysource.com

•

Go to www.thediscoverysource.com and add items you wish to purchase to the
shopping cart, at checkout choose “Pay with Purchase Order” option

TO ORDER WITH A CREDIT CARD:
•

Go to www.thediscoverysource.com and create a shopping cart. Follow the checkout
process and choose “Pay with a credit card” option.

QUESTIONS?
•

Please contact us at ds@thediscoverysource or call Dave Scahill at 760-212-3358
with any questions.

TheDiscoverySource.com

